The Geography Curriculum at AJK
Why should all students learn your subject? (If relevant, why at AJK?)
Geography is a relevant and dynamic subject that helps you to make sense of the world
around you. You learn powerful knowledge about how different human and physical
processes shape the planet we live on. It is a diverse subject that explores the
interconnectedness of society, the economy, culture and the environment. Geographers
engage with questions about real issues to do with climate change, hazard management
migration, development and how we can live on earth sustainably. The study of
Geography helps to create thoughtful, active citizens with an informed understanding of
global issues.
As well learning powerful knowledge about exciting topic content, pupils develop a range
of transferrable skills that support them with in any future path of work or study. In line
with the whole school vision our Geography lessons will involve substantial amounts of
reading. This will help develop pupil literacy and support learning. As an essay writing
subject pupils are supported to produce convincing arguments. Geographers uniquely
tackle and investigate big issues across a variety of scales and from different perspectives.
Geographers also develop a range of numerical skills e.g., analysing numerical data,
statistical information and interpreting a range of graphs. Cartographical skills are
fundamental to geographical study and pupils are confident to engage with atlases, OS
maps and satellite images. Fieldwork in Geography is just one example of collaborative
learning that makes Geographers excellent team workers. In fieldwork, pupils also fully
engage with the investigation process by collecting, understanding, and communicating
the findings of their data.
What is the core knowledge in your subject?
Core knowledge in Geography can be broken down into the following components.
Substantive concepts: The essential powerful knowledge pupils are taught in
Geography. Examples from our curriculum include but are not limited to; climate, biomes,
landforms, plate tectonics, land use, resources, population and trade.
Disciplinary concepts: The disciplinary lens used by Geographers to critically engage
with geographical information and investigate and understand the world.
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Features: the spatially-fixed components of a given place.
Processes: actions which shape the features of a place.
Places: unique and dynamic landscapes.
Sustainability: using natural resources responsibly, to secure their future availability.
People: the individuals and groups who act in a given place.
Diversity: variation in human and environmental features in a given place.
Dynamism: the changing features and characteristics of a place over time.
Interaction: how people and the environment affect each other.
Scale: representation of an area, from the macro to the micro.

Locational knowledge: Ability to name, locate and identify places and discuss
geographical information in the context of the human and physical features of these
places. Examples of locational knowledge that a geographer must use include lines of
latitude and longitude, continents and oceans, countries, cities.
Skills: These are the tools and techniques that support Geographers to acquire, arrange
and use geographical information from a range of sources. For example, the use of maps,
data and statistics, graphs and photographs to analyse and describe geographic features

and processes.
What is the key way students practice in your subject?
Identify geographic features or processes in an image
Describe what a place is like, how a process works
Explain the causes, impacts and responses of geographic issues
Analyse different types of data e.g. graphs, maps, photographs and diagrams
Apply knowledge and understanding to case study examples
Evaluate and assess the causes, impacts and responses to a range of geographical issues
Fieldwork: Pupils must be able to conduct their own fieldwork and critically assess the
fieldwork of others. Fieldwork is where a geographer collects information in a place
outside of the classroom to investigate a geographic idea. This process includes designing
enquiry questions, justifying methods, collecting data, data presentation and analysis and
writing conclusions and evaluating the enquiry.
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